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Your Evil Twin
My Word Book
Book Description This to-do-list book will help you
manage your daily plan effectively. You will be able to
well manage your time , well manage your task and
well manage your day. With smart design, you can
use his to-do-list planner anywhere you prefer - your
workplace, your home, or school. The cover is matte
laminated softcover, which in general looks more
professional and elegant. The paper weight is 60 lb,
most popular quality office copy paper, so it can
prevent ink leakage for a certain level. Summarized
Specifications Design: cute cover design Dimension:
8.27 x 11.69 inches, A4 Notebook Type: perfect
binding, soft cover with matte-lamination style
Layout: there are several sections in the interior - toppriority-task section, schedule section, meal section,
taking-note section, water tracking section, every
page comes with filling field for date / day / subject on
the header Number of Pages: 108 pages / 54 sheets
Paper Weight: 60 lb, most common quality office copy
paper Made-In: USA

Undated to Do List Notebook
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Fifty years ago, in 1984, George Orwell imagined a
future in which privacy was demolished by a
totalitarian state that used spies, video surveillance,
historical revisionism, and control over the media to
maintain its power. Those who worry about personal
privacy and identity--especially in this day of
technologies that encroach upon these rights--still use
Orwell's "Big Brother" language to discuss privacy
issues. But the reality is that the age of a monolithic
Big Brother is over. And yet the threats are perhaps
even more likely to destroy the rights we've assumed
were ours.Database Nation: The Death of Privacy in
the 21st Century shows how, in these early years of
the 21st century, advances in technology endanger
our privacy in ways never before imagined. Direct
marketers and retailers track our every purchase;
surveillance cameras observe our movements; mobile
phones will soon report our location to those who
want to track us; government eavesdroppers listen in
on private communications; misused medical records
turn our bodies and our histories against us; and
linked databases assemble detailed consumer profiles
used to predict and influence our behavior.
Privacy--the most basic of our civil rights--is in grave
peril.Simson Garfinkel--journalist, entrepreneur, and
international authority on computer security--has
devoted his career to testing new technologies and
warning about their implications. This newly revised
update of the popular hardcover edition of Database
Nation is his compelling account of how invasive
technologies will affect our lives in the coming years.
It's a timely, far-reaching, entertaining, and thoughtprovoking look at the serious threats to privacy facing
us today. The book poses a disturbing question: how
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can we protect our basic rights to privacy, identity,
and autonomy when technology is making invasion
and control easier than ever before?Garfinkel's
captivating blend of journalism, storytelling, and
futurism is a call to arms. It will frighten, entertain,
and ultimately convince us that we must take action
now to protect our privacy and identity before it's too
late.

Native Gold
Mathilda Hardwicke, a rebellious artist rejected by her
family and New York society, heads west to Gold Rush
California as a mail-order bride. But when fate leaves
her at the altar, she's drawn to Sakote--a fierce
Konkow warrior whose tribe is threatened by the
encroaching white men--in whose arms she discovers
a savage new Paradise and a forbidden love more
precious than gold.

Database Nation
The crime of the twenty-first century doesn't
discriminate: ID theft has hit ordinary citizens and
celebrities alike, from Oprah Winfrey to Steven
Spielberg, and costs the economy $50 billion a year.
Your Evil Twin covers this exploding crime from every
possible angle. It includes exclusive whodunit details
from mastermind identity thieves who have pilfered
money from half the members of the Forbes 400, as
well as exclusive interviews with a myriad of criminals
in the Internet's underground, such as Russian
hackers who have extorted money from U.S. banks.
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The book also issues a scathing indictment of the
credit granting industry, from credit card issuers to
the secretive credit reporting agencies, who have
misunderstood the crime from the start, have been
slow to respond, and bear much of the responsibility
for the epidemic. Finally, Bob Sullivan, author and
identity theft expert, probes the tepid solutions now
being cobbled together by the industry and
government. Bob Sullivan (Snohomish, WA), senior
technology writer for MSNBC.com, is the nation's
leading journalist covering identity fraud. He has
written more than 100 articles on the subject since
1996, and is a regular contributor to MSNBC, CNBC,
NBC Nightly News, the Today show, and various local
NBC affiliates. With colleague Mike Brunker, Sullivan
received the prestigious 2002 Society of Professional
Journalists Public Service Award for ongoing coverage
of Internet fraud.
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